DISTRIBUTES

Taking off
' Not a Love Story' in distribution
by Philip Szporer
You're a National Film Board distribution
representative in Toronto or Ottawa,
say, and you've got a problem. You're
handling a film that everyone wants to
see, and yet this very same film is
banned by the Ontario Censor Board,
forbidden public screening, forbidden
even to be advertised. It can be shown in
private screenings by invitation only.
What's to be done?
For most NFB distribution representatives, the release of Not a Love Story
nine months ago posed a major problem. In effect, they could bcirely devote
time to any other project, so great was
the pressure from people wanting to see
the film. Still today, the public is flocking to a first viewing- at least where the
film is available.
But in Ontario, the legal implications
of the censor board's ruling forced distribution representatives to innovate.
They now ask that people requesting
the film for a private screening drop by
and fill out an application, describing
who they are, who is in charge of their
organization, and how they intend to
promote the film. This name, rank and
serial number system was set up as a
protective measure ; many NFB e m p i o
yees in Ontairio feared that any distribution representative there could be p r o
secuted if a group showing the film
decided to advertise the screening.
The NFB is presently in contact with
lawyers who represent it at the department of Justice in Ontario, and is planning to appeal the ruling of the censor
board. Although a first appeal by the
NFB before Christmas failed to overtiim
the judgment Bill Litwack, head of Distribution at the NFB, thinks "Now that
the new Constitution is in place, there
are any number of avenues we might
take to try to get that ruling overturned.
That is in the works now."
In the next few months, then, it might
be possible to reverse that ruling and get
the film shown publicly in Ontario.
Until then, the distribution staff must be
happy to hear that the Board will support
them should any legal battle ensue over
the film's distribution there. (Several
had hesitated to handle it at the outset)
Says Litwack, "Obviously we would
support our employees totally, although
up until now, that has not been an issue.
Luckily nothing has affected the status
of any of the NFB staff "
While Not a Love Story has altered
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the distribution representatives' sense
of security and focus (in terms of distribution procedure), it is important- in
view of the global release of the film (the
film opened last month in New York,
and in London) - to consider some of the
options the film's success has placed
clearly before the NFB. Will it now aim
for a wider, more general audience with
its films ? If so, what outlets will the NFB
choose for that exhibition ? Are the
outlets which currently exist adequate
to reach the public or are more aggressive approaches in order?
Given the weight of the subject matter
of the film, and the commentary which
has surfaced subsequent to the film's
initial release, the phenomenon of Not a
Love Story has created an opportunity
for the NFB's distribution division to
confront the real issues it faces in the
film market.
Because of its commitment to this
difiicult film, an incredible amount of
pre-planning for its marketing was
done. Special screenings were set up for
religious ^ o u p s , law enforcement officers, morality squads, and lawyers, in

The point of the film is to raise
the question of what the images
are; of pornography as political
images vrithin our society. The film
is not about sex, ifs about violence
and power - women's bodies and
sexuality as an expression of violence within our society. It raises
the questions of what our society is
-what the people want, whatthe/re
buying, what they're reduced to,
and what they've come to. The
isolation, the lack of affection, that
sex is violen t acts to peoples' bodies,
not a celebration, affection and
caring feeling and communication
between people. This is the problem
we have to cope with in Western
society as a whole. It's... Western
society- technological,
industrial
capitalist - that has created this
condition. And we're all living in
it.. That to me is what your movie's
about.
- Amalie Rothschild, US filmmaker,
speaking with Bonnie Sherr Klein, director of Not a Love Story: A Film About
Pornography, and Anne Henderson, associate director and editor of the film, at
the 7th Grierson Fihn Seminar, 1981.
Ms. Klein and Ms. Henderson
agreed with this comment, and yet,
Rothschild's response to Not a Love
Story is one of the deeply-felt reactions which has surfaced after
seeing this film.
To Bonnie Klein, the act of putting
out the film was of great impor-

order to solicit their interest and backing
because, as Litwack admits, "we felt we
might need their expressions of support."
NFB Marketing Chief Eric Cosgrove
had wanted the test screenings because
of the Board's "lack of experience with
films of this sort, films which may come
to the attention of the censor boards. We
wanted to know more about whether or
not-the content, in spite of the intent of
the film, would run afoul of the criminal
code, the obscenity laws." This legal/
market research was carried out throughout the country in 20 special screenings.
Audience reaction to the previews,
attended by the various community
groups and decision-makers mentioned
above, plus women's groups and NFB
staff, indicated that Not a Love Story
was, in Cosgrove's words, "tough stuff,"
"hard to watch - not entertainment,"
but that a) there was nothing wrong
with it; and b) it was time somebody
made something on the subject.
If, during testing, the degree of support was heartening, the film hasn't
always met with a great deal of enthu-

tance. In her words, the film could
"draw women together of different
languages," but whose experience
of objectification was the same.
Even the graphic design for the
film's posters and advertising ir»volved producing something realistic and identifiable. According to
Terry Richmond, NFB Specialized
Markets Fiim Officer, three artists
came up with images which would
"speak strongly to women, and not
alienate men." There was a need to
"reflect the woman as wounded,
yet strong," Chosen was a cubist
drawing, not a pornographic image,
but one suggestive of fragmentation ; the body and soul spirit hurt
or in pain.
At many of the public screenings, peopte have expressed the
desire to have iheirchildren see the
film, with parental guidance. According to Eric Cosgrove, the film
will not be available for school
screening. "Our policy is to ensure
that the film doesn't scandalize
youth, 'mess them up,' turn them off
sex The film was made out of friistration- this distortion of sex." But,
one asks, isn't A^of a Love Story a
great, educational, instructive tool ?
He feels the subject has to be
brought up with young audiences,
but that this is not t h e film to d o it
In his words, "the design of the fflm
did not have young people in mind."

siasm. The Toronto film critics savaged
the film when it premiered at theToroiv
to Festival of Festivals - a set of reao
tions NFB officials have found nowhere
else in the U.S. or Canada The festival
period was unfortunate in many ways,
but it did draw attention to the film.
The pre-planning management of the
distribution of the film enabled those in
the head office in Montreal to work
closely with all the offices across the
country. The experience of Not a Love
Story's distribution has taught the NFB
alot; that is, it has shown that with the
proper kind of preparation the NFB can
prepare the terrain and really capitalize
on the potential of a film.
The direct result of Not a Love Storj/s
success has been to encourage those in
distribution to do more pre-launch
work; to try to prepare that target
audience by identifying the public to be
reached, and to use a variety of promotional means to inform those target
markets about the film.
Still, when the Ontario ban was issued, the NFB reacted with surprise.
Never before had the censors banned an
NFB film. Although concerned about the
possibility of censorship, the NFB had
chosen to downplay the issue prior to
the film's release. "To have critics and
everybody pick up on the censorship
thing would have detracted from the
film itself," said Cosgrove. "But of courw,
what has happened in some interesting
dynamic is that the ruling in Ontario has
shown a great deal of light on the
criteria used by the Ontario Censor
The censor board clearly consideis
the film to be pornographic, and, by
faiUng to appreciate its'protest qualities,
is setting itself up as 'pro-pornography.'
This is one point which cannot be ignored, says Sharon Moodie, a Monti^al
distribution representative.
"It lef s'adult entertainmenf flourish,
but it doesn't let people see there is
another side. People have come to the
screenings who have never thought
about pornography... it has become a
focus for solidarily. Ifs important for
Ontarians to realize that you can have
socially-responsible screenings. It may
not be a great film, but ifs an important
film - too important to pass by."
Disappointment and frustration best
express how the dislribution people at
the NFB feel about !he way the r^t
has come down. In mid-winter, Moodie
said, "In Ontario people arebeingdenied
access to Not a Love-story. PerhapsZ or
3,000 people have seen it over the course

N o t e : For the credits of Not a Love
Story and reviews by Maurice Yacowar
and Kate Jansen, see Cinema C»n«o«
No. 79, p. 36.
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of the past months in little private
screenings. Whafs that compared to
over 30,000 people in Montreal alone?
Over 65,000 have seen the film in a commercial cinema."'
Recently, Ottawa representative Al
Parsons commented, "1 feel that the
Film Board and the Ontario Censor
Board share a common purpose... Unless
people see the film, they won't help the
cause "
Film Board features rarely succeed on
the theatrical circuit, but the commercial engagements of Not a Love Story
are breaking all previous attendance
records. No one counted on the huge
success of the film, given the difficulties
of showing documentaries in a commercial situation.
Why has the film taken off? According to most of the people concerned,
simply because there has never been
anything like it It is, in Cosgrove's words
"investigative filmmaking into a taboo
area."
Not a Love Story, as is widely known,
was produced by Studio D of the NFB's
English production branch. Founded in
1974, the studio comprises a network of
women filmmakers working on the
status of women in Canada, who attempt
to utilize film as a consciousness-raiser.
At Studio D, there was a concern that the
film should be programmed- that out of
the confusion after seeing the film, ancillary materials be furnished to help
support the acquired learning of the
audience.
At the beginning director Bonnie
Sherr Klein's film may have been intended as a discussion piece, a vehicle
for women, to go from women's group
to women's group. But no one foresaw
how fai^reaching the im|}act of the film
would be, the extent to which men
would be interested, and that it would
open up people, and thus, be part of a
healing process.
Initially, the strategy for the distribution otNot a Love Story was to reach as
many people as possible but not through
commercial theatres. If the response
indicated theatrical potential, then it
could be assessed province by province.
NFB officials feU that if the film might
cause pixiblems in certain communities,
it would not be worthwhile to open the
film commercially in those communities. The NFB did not intend to cause
problems in the community, and didn't
want to taunt people.
It was finally the public demand which
forced the distribution representatives
to come up with alternative distribution
strategies for Not a Love Story. In Montreal, advance screenings attracted 2,200
people to two shows on one night. In
three provinces - Quebec, Manitoba,
and Alberta- the distribution representatives couldn't meet the demand of
people wanting to see the film, and it
was released commercially. For an
English-language National Film Board
documentary, this was a rarity.
The situation is different in other
parts of the country. Says Cosgrove,
"Because we're dealing with community standards, we're extra-cautious, and
we feel we can reach our objectives ( in
B.C. and the Atlantic provinces), with
public screenings." (In NFB jargon, a
"public screening' is a free-entry
screening of a film in a church basement, a YMCA or other place where the
public would have access)
In Saskatchewan, however, a different
kind of scenario has unfolded. Viewers
in Saskatchewan are being denied public
access to the film because of the provincial film classification board's refusal to

classify the film. The NFB can only offer
the film to groups and individuals for
private screenings. While the NFB is
trying to figure out what it must do to
have the film classified, the film has
been in commercial release in Quebec,
Alberta, and Manitoba for over seven
months.
But what kind of audience had the
NFB foreseen for the film? "From the
outset you start thinking of audience
from the studio's point of view," explained Cosgrove. "For a general adult
audience, Not a Love Story is a powerful information tool. It is of prime interest to women, but it must be seen by
men." The general strategy seemed to
be to attract the concern of feminists in
relation to the objectification of women:
how women are portrayed in advertising
with regard to the abuse of women. The
target audiences were organized
women's groups, and the legal, the religious and education communities. Then
it was a matter of letting people know
the film was around, what it was about
and how important it was as a subject.
Then, ways had to be devised to allow
access to the film: theatrical, public,
and invitational.
As a result of the distribution of Not a
Love Story, access to the general public
is foremost in the minds of the NFB
marketing officials. They are trying to
devise innovative ways to reach that
audience. Originally, the NFB aimed for
specialized audiences (community
groups, special interest groups, generally people with some affiliation to a
group). It was easier to circulate the
films using specialized networks.
New emphasis is being made to move
toward the general public, not at the
expense of those specialized markets,
but in addition to them.
The cultural role of the NFB in Canada
involves having its many films seen by
as many people as possible, but there
has long been an ambivalence about
using commercial circuits for its productions. Over the past two years, the
NFB has put emphasis on its 'public
exhibition program' in Canada, organizing screenings, and using the facilities
of museums, universities, and film societies. Often the screenings are free of
charge. Sometimes they are base.d on a
repertory price scale, while occasionally a regular admission price is requested. But recounts Moodie, "A lot of energy
and money is spent on a rental of a hall
for a one-shot deal rather than a constant
run."
Only now, propelled by the success of
Not a Love Story are people at the NFB
actively talking of a much wider distribution for their films. Invariably this
comes up in discussion with the distribution representatives. "We are very
fortunate to have found a commercial
place for Not a Love Story, but we're in
Quebec," says Moodie. "We're reaching
people who would be less inclined to
attend a public screening, simply because they're not part of those groups
who organize the event. That we're
reaching these people is really important as far as I see it. That is what is
exciting about this particular film.
Because of the notoriety of the film, and
for good or bad, the overall effect is still
positive. Hundreds of Ihousands will be
seeing the film that wouldn't have
normally seen it."
In the case of Not a Love Story, the
film is provoking people and causing
them to think, and many people probably
do not like it, perhaps for those reasons.
Says Moodie, "There is no doubt that its
an anti-pornography feminist film. That

is the power of the media of film especially social documentaries like
this. You can make the best social documentaries, but if people aren't seeing
them, whafs the point? Then you're
essentially preaching to the converted.
The public has to have access to us and
if we had facilities, theatres across the
country, it would be a lot better."
With the cooperation of the Cineplex
chain, the NFB has begun to reach a
wider audience. Cineplex couldn't have
been better designed for NFB films, simply because the smallest theatre (in
Montreal with a 69-seat theatre, and a
16mm screen), allows access to films
which big theatres cannot handle. The
success of Not a Love Story has encouraged the NFB to open several other
films at Cineplex. Although none of
these films have had anywhere near the
success of Not a Love story, showing
documentaries in a theatrical context is
an interesting initiative, and Litwack
says the NFB will pursue these screeiv
ings with Cineplex and with other
theatres which seem appropriate.
The NFB is also exploring the possibilities of reaching its public through television. Sandra Gathercole, former chaii^
person of the Council of Canadian
Filmmakers and CRTC consultant, is of
the opinion that the future of the NFB
lies in television or, more generally, in
electronic distribution systems.' Litwack
agrees; the major way the NFB has
reached the public through TV has been
via the CBC. That is good for a number of
films but the NFB now realizes that it
must adapt to a television market- with
cable, pay-TV, video-cassettes and the
rest - in order to achieve maximum
exposure. A study, "The Impact of New
Development in the Subscription Television System in Canada upon Documentary Film at the NFB - A Comparison
of the French and English Perspectives,"*
prepared by Marie Brissette and Lori
Stahlbrand of Concordia University,
raises most of the salient issues concerrv
ing the Canadian film market system in
the coming years.
Litwack explains that the Board's
approach to that market will not be to
produce for television, but rather to
package existing films so that they can
be seen on television.
This form of "narrowcasting" means
"appealing to a smaller number of
people, a more specialized audience;
that is, two or three films put logether to
form a theme package, to get a message
across. This would provide a more
regular presence of the NFB on people's
television screens," says Litwack
Also on the horizon is a cost-recovery
program, which will provide either pai^
tial or full-cos! recovery Right now, the
library system provides NFB films for
free. Says Litwack, "That has put us in a
very difficult, no-win situation because

the better the films that production
gives us, the better the promotional job
that our distribution staff does, and,
consequently, the more the demand.
But we don't have enough money to
supply the demand, to provide the
prints in our offices, to provide the
support material and the time of our
staff, and that simply results in firustration, as most of our most popular films
have a very large percentage of refusals
through our library systems." Litwack
does not foresee a system that would
charge the high rentals that exist in
the private sector He simply would
like people to get the films they want
when they want them. By charging a
small fee the NFB may be able to ensure
that it can provide what people need, and
also solve a major problem in terms of
accessibility.
In conclusion, it is too easy to suggest
that Not a Love Story sold itself. From
the beginning, the marketing of the film
has been handled with great care. When
the distribution representatives first
saw the film, they didn't know how the
press or the public would react. "We
wanted to make sure the film was
promoted in a way that was consistent
with the NFB image," says Litwack.
What this meant was working so that
people could not exploit the sexual
content of the film - that the NFB not
undercut the very serious message of
the film by using inappropriate advei^
tising. The NFB worked to make sure
that the greatest number of people saw
the film, but also, according to Litwack,
to make sure that the audiences realized
the film was not for everyone. Says Litwack, '"We wanted to make sure that
this film was not wrongly exploited the
way other sexual material has been
wrongly exploited."
The film has revealed that these are
exciting times to be working in film
distribution at the Board. But the experience with Not A Love Story has been
enriching because of the risks taken at
all levels at the NFB. Up until now there
have not been enough Canadian films in
the theatres. Hopefully, the production
and distribution branches of the NFB
have realized that there are films which
are needed in the market, and that these
films cannot be made without taking
risks. We will see what the NFB will do
with the management of English-language films, and if the Board is capable
of bringing off further daring successes
in the future. •
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